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Letter from the Editor 
 On behalf of the editorial board, I am excited to present 
the newest issue of the Penn History Review. Since 1991, the Penn 
History Review has been dedicated to promoting historical research 
conducted by undergraduates. For these twenty-eight years, PHR 
has published the finest of this research written by student at the 
University of Pennsylvania and schools across the United States. 
Our Spring 2019 edition includes essays that explore such diverse 
subjects as Italian art movements, female Spanish identity, Scottish 
cultural memory, and Soviet-era ballet. Each one of these pieces 
exemplifies the values that PHR strives to embody: originality, 
thorough research, and quality writing. It was truly a pleasure 
to review these essays, and I hope that this edition of the PHR 
will prove both intellectually engaging and enjoyable to read. 
 In our first piece, Le Polemiche al Caffè Michelangiolo, 
Shiri Gross explores the intersection of art and politics embodied 
by the 19th-century Italian artists of the Macchiaioli group. By 
analyzing certain events and primary documents produced during 
the group’s active years, as well as publications by group members 
decades later, she challenges historiographical notions of the group’s 
central identity within a shared set of artistic or political values. 
She ultimately concludes that the group was not organized under 
any definitive philosophy but was primarily polemical, unified 
only in opposition to existing cultural and societal structures. 
 The next article, “Winning Little Bannockburns”: Memory, 
the Great War, and the Rise of Scottish Nationalism, was written 
by Brooke Krancer. She traces the popular memory of Scotland’s 
military history as it pertained to the rise of Scottish nationalism 
in the interwar period. She considers first the memory of Scottish 
martial tradition, especially the Wars of Independence, as a source 
of pride and patriotism used, somewhat paradoxically, to recruit 
Scottish volunteers for the British armed forces in World War I. 
During the interwar period, memory of the Great War shifted as 
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economic and social conditions deteriorated in Scotland. Initially 
hailed as “a noble cause worthy of sacrifice,” Krancer writes, the 
conflict became increasingly viewed as a tragic and unnecessary 
waste of life. She ultimately concludes that this new narrative of the 
Great War precipitated a change in Scottish perception of its longer 
martial history that facilitated the rise of nationalist organizations. 
 In the third paper, Exploring Female Identity in Francoist 
Spain, Victoria Reeser examines the marked contrast between the 
realities of life as a woman in Francoist Spain and the ideologies put 
forth by the Sección Femenina in its attempts to created a unified 
nationalist feminine identity. To do so, she considers the semi-
autobiographical novels of Ana Maria Matute, Carmen Laforet, 
and Carmen Martín Gaite, examining the extent to which their 
female characters identify with the SF’s ideal figures of woman, 
wife, and mother. She comes to the conclusion that most women 
in Francoist Spain were unwilling or unable to meet the ideals of 
the SF and that, in fact, social realities often required women to 
construct their identities in distinct contradiction to these ideals. 
 Our final piece, Defecting to the Land of Sweets: 
Baryshnikov’s Nutcracker as Anti-Soviet Statement, comes from 
The College of William & Mary student Lizzie Johnson. 
She traces the subtle evolution of Tchaikovsky’s beloved 
ballet, focusing on the different interpretations offered 
by choreographers and dancers over time. Her discussion 
culminates in an analysis of Mikhail Baryshnikov’s 1977 film 
version, the dancer’s first venture into choreography. She studies 
his psychological performance, with its sexualized components 
and deviations from the traditional plot, against the backdrop 
of his defection from the Soviet Union three years prior. She 
concludes that Baryshnikov’s Nutcracker presents a window into 
the Cold War era by representing the rejection of socialist values 
and the common struggle of Soviet defectors during that time.
 Additionally, this issue includes abstracts submitted 
by seniors at Penn who undertook the challenging, but 
rewarding, process of writing honors theses for the History 
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Department.  In doing so, the PHR hopes the promote 
additional research and scholarship in the field of history 
by offering its readership a preview  of this fascinating 
variety of topics. Congratulations to all of the senior honors 
students who achieved this impressive accomplishment.
 The editorial board would also like to thank a number 
of people without whom this edition of the PHR would not 
have been possible. The Penn History Department continues 
to generously provide funding and institutional support for 
our publication. In particular, we are extremely grateful to Dr. 
Siyen Fei, the Undergraduate Chair of the department, and Dr. 
Yvonne Fabella, the Associate Director of Undergraduate Studies. 
They have both offered helpful advice and encouragement 
throughout the editing and publishing processes. In addition, 
we would like to thank the faculty members at Penn and 
other universities who promoted our publication, as well as 
all of the students who submitted papers for consideration. 
Thank you as well to our contributing authors, who worked 
patiently and diligently to refine their articles for publication. 
 Finally, I would like to thank our editors for their 
exceptionally hard work on this issue of the Penn History 
Review. I would especially like to recognize the contributions of 
our graduating seniors, Julia Barr, Courtney Carpinello, Bryce 
Daniels, Eric Eisner, Justin Estreicher, and Sarah Marron. Their 
enthusiasm and commitment over the years have continued to 
make the PHR a platform for outstanding historical scholarship. 
It has been a truly enjoyable experience to work with each of 
them throughout my time on the board, and we will all miss 
them greatly. In particular, I would like to thank Courtney 
Carpinello, our Editor-in-Chief emeritus, for her invaluable 
advice and assistance throughout this semester. Without her 
guidance and dedication to the PHR, this edition would not 
have been possible. At the same time, I would like to recognize 
three new editors we were especially fortunate to have added to 
the board this semester, Noah Kest, Logan Nantais, and Hannah 
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Nasseri, who have already made a positive impact on our journal. 
 Congratulations again to all of the authors and editors 
who participated in this publication of the Penn History Review!
Helen Catherine Darby
Helen Catherine Darby
Editor-in-Chief
